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This is a continuing club.  You must have taken the Academy I and II clubs. 
 
We will be designing grandmother’s flower garden, tumbling blocks, lone stars, LeMoyne star.  Also tech-
niques like Y seams, particle seams to complete these designs. 
 
Supplies-If you already have these items bring them, otherwise the first class we will talk about these sup-
plies.  Your tools make a difference in the quality of your work and happiness in quilting. 
 

 Sewing machine in good working order/bring instruction book 
 Needles 

 Sewing machine needles 80/12 Microtex or jeans needles* 
 Hand sewing needles* 

 Thread 
 100% cotton thread (neutral color (example gray)* 

 Notions 
 Book-Quilter Academy Vol. 4 Senior Year* 
 Rotary mat 18” X 24”* 
 Olfa rotary cutter 45 mm* 
 Quilter’s Select Quilting grid ruler 6” X 12” * 
 Quilter’s Select Quilting grid ruler 6” X 24”* 
 Quilter’s Select Quilting grid ruler 6“square* 
 Scissors paper and fabric* 
 Seam ripper* 
 Snips * 
 Glass head pins .5* 
 ¼” sewing machine foot* 

 Tools 
 Post its 
 Mechanical pencil 
 Isometric Graph Paper for designing with 60 degree shapes 
 Colored Pencils 
 Erasers 
 Drafting ruler, thin metal ruler with cork on the back or C-Thru thin drafting ruler 
 Compass 
 Protractor 
 Quilter’s Assistant Proportional Scale* 
 Extra-thick template plastic* 
 Mirrors (Magic Mirrors for Quilters from Marti Michell)* 



 Fabric 
 Fat quarter of muslin (or light fabric)* 
 Fabric for Hexagon Table Runner 

 ½ yard solid color (reads solid can be a tone on tone)* 
 ½ yard print coordinating color* 
 ¼ yard print for the center 

 
  
1st class-Things to bring to class:  
 All before supplies listed 
 Sewing machine in good working order with manual 
 ¼” sewing machine foot 
 
*Items available at Redlands Sewing Center or Cotton Gin Fabric 
 
 
 


